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War of the sexes, 3
Choosy females

Although females behave less dramatically than males, they have a
very crucial hand to play in the mating game. They are not, as
usually portrayed, passive recipients of male lust, but are naturally
cautious and highly discriminating when deciding with which to
copulate. From their point of view, all males are different and, as
every female wants only the very best possible specimen to father
her offspring, she plays for time while assessing the quality of
what is on offer.

Females therefore go shopping for sex and males must market
themselves like animated billboards to attract a customer. Lavish
ornamentation often means quality, because mediocre males
cannot afford the luxury of ‘expensive’ displays. By weighing up
the choice of mates and choosing only the chirpiest or flashiest
partners, females act as wildly imaginative artists, capable of
‘creating’, through sexual selection, males which are as
breathtakingly gorgeous as they are bizarre…

Among the amphibians, male frogs woo by trilling or croaking.
Male anolid lizards erect brightly coloured dewlaps, while fish
tend to flourish decorative fins. Most mammals have keen noses
and accordingly use seductive odours to meet up with the opposite
sex. Some insects stridulate—make a chirping or scraping sound,
like grasshoppers—for sex, whereas others deploy potent scent to
lure mates. Emperor moths can home in from 3 kilometres (2
miles) away by following a plume of perfume which acts as both
an irresistible attractant and an aphrodisiac to members of the
opposite sex; in web-building spiders, the males strum a tattoo on
the silken threads which their partners perceive through their feet.
Fireflies emit flashes of light, certain diurnal butterflies reflect
patterns of ultra-violet and electric fish communicate with each
other in the murky waters where they live by discharging pulses of
electrical energy. In some species, the males advertise for sex in
such extravagant manner as to defy imagination—and all because
they must catch the eye of a discerning female.

The blue peafowl is the largest and most spectacular of the true
pheasants. In full courtship mode the male is, without a doubt,
one of the wonders of nature and an eloquent testament to the
creative force of sexual selection. He is nothing less than an
ostentatious sexual advertisement, proclaiming with strident voice
and ornate plumage that he is the best source of sperm…

But sex is not the end of this affair. Peahens are remarkably
possessive of the peacock with which they have mated and,
although they need to be inseminated only once to have their eggs
fertilized, each female tries to monopolize his attentions by being
aggressive to other hens or by actively soliciting further
copulations from the male if he starts to court another. By
exhausting the male’s supply of sperm, the peahen attempts to
prevent him passing on his desirable characteristics to the
offspring of other peahens, which will inevitable compete with her
own.
 
Bridal bowers

Some of the most extraordinary birds to be seen in Australia and
New Guinea are the dozen or so bowerbirds which rate as the
landscape artists of the avian world. The fact that most native
mammalian predators in Australasia are nocturnal makes it
possible for the males to spend the days displaying on courts close
to or on the ground, which they meticulously prepare for the
purpose of sex and seduction. As they eschew parental duties and
the forest provides plenty of easily obtained food, the males are
able to dedicate much of their year to building and decorating
their bowers.

The hens behave like connoisseurs of art, awarding their sexual
favours to the owners whose works impress the most. Depending
upon the species, the male bowerbirds build structures ranging
from the simple avenues of twigs—like the dazzling yellow and
black regent bowerbird’s—to more elaborate ones which the
owners embellish with all manner of bright objects; the cock satin
bowerbird even daubs the walls of his bower with ‘paint’ derived
from strongly coloured berries crushed in his break.

But there are as
nothing compared to
the achievements of
three gardener
bowerbirds—
Macgregor’s, the
striped and the
Vogelkop—which
practise their art
deep in the forests of
New Guinea. These

mostly brown birds, the size of a starling, are master builders,
constructing out of interlocking twigs maypole-like towers up to 3
metres (10 feet) in height, and huts resembling tepees supported
by internal columns with passageways connecting inner chambers.
Furthermore, The birds landscape their buildings with carefully
tended forecourts on which all kinds of eye-catching treasures are
displayed. In the case of Macgregor’s bowerbirds, and possibly the
others, decorative fruit is brought into the bower and the cache
doubles up as a snack bar, allowing the cock bird to spend more
time on site advertising for hens.

Although they all construct amazing bowers, Vogelkop bowerbirds
—from the mountains of the western tip of Irian Jaya—produce
the most extravagant exhibitions of landscape art. The male’s
arena is 5-6 metres (16-20 feet) across, with his astonishing bower
in the centre. This is constructed around a sapling and is
completely covered in by a thatched roof which is supported
internally by several pillars.

In front of the entrance is the garden, on which is meticulously
arranged a variety of pretty or conspicuous objects gathered from
the surrounding forest—a number of faded yellow leaves laid out
in a pattern, a heap of brightly coloured berries, the iridescent
wing-cases of a certain kind of beetle and fresh flowers which are
changed daily before they wilt. The industry involved in
maintaining such an arena must be phenomenal and yet the
investment will be well worth while if the hens are impressed and
allow the male to father their next broods.
 
Dazzling duets

Scientists working in the sweltering forests of Costa Rica claim to
have discovered that female long-tailed manakins may be the
fussiest females in the animal kingdom. Cock long-tailed
manakins are forced to be really high-pressure salesmen; they will
be chosen to mate on the basis of how well they sing in tune, shine
on the dance floor and excel themselves in an extraordinary test of
stamina.

These sparrow-sized birds belong to a family of forty or so exotic
species which are confined mostly to South America. Second only
to the incomparable humming-birds, male manakins are dazzling
feathered jewels, their plumage sparkling with sky blues, brilliant
reds and yellows set against the deepest velvet black. Some of their
wing and tail feathers are modified for producing a variety of
instrumental sounds which supplement the curious vocalizations
the male utters to draw the attention of the hens.

The courtship displays are nothing short of virtuoso
performances, choreographed into series of pivoting movements,
mincing steps, jumps, somersaults and butterfly flights. Although
the details vary from species to species, the acrobatic displays of
the manakins rival those of any bird of paradise and are equally
difficult to observe because they take place either in the forest
canopy pr in deep cover near ground level…

Once she has made her choice, the top male signals his junior
partner to make himself scarce. He then performs a solo dance in
front of his admirer and then, in a flash, mounts and inseminates
her. The reward for the junior male may come later—he may
inherit the stage when the more experienced bird dies or vanishes,
but he may have a long time to wait, because long-tailed manakins
live for about fifteen years.

Almost all the hen manakins end up mating with but a handful of
males. In one area with about eighty cocks, just five of them
accounted for over 90 per cent of the matings over a course of ten
years. So it pays to be a senior male manakins in a top performing
team because such a bird is likely to be chosen by as many as fifty
or sixty hens a year.

However, the cost of that achievement is considerable. It has been
estimated that during his apprenticeship as a junior partner, a
male will utter about 3 million ‘to-le-do’ calls and spend about
1000 hours perfecting his cartwheel routine before standing a
chance of graduating to the status of a senior male.
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War of the sexes, 2
Warriors and wimps

The recurring theme of this book is that the opportunities created
by sex differ from males and females. The reason of this
asymmetry lies in the nature of their respective sex cells—sperm
and eggs. Sperm are minuscule, biologically ‘cheap’ to
manufacture, and are produced by the testes in astronomical
numbers. Eggs, on the other hand, are comparatively large—small
humming-birds, for instance, make eggs equivalent to 25 per cent
of their body weight and packed with nutrients. Being ‘expensive’
to make, they are produced in much smaller numbers that sperm.

The consequences for the two sexes are profound. With a more or
less fixed output of eggs, females cannot usually generate more
offspring by taking on extra mating partners. The best option is to
be careful in their choice of who fathers the young. Males have
quite a different agenda. With almost unlimited supply of sperm at
their disposal, the best reproductive strategy is to mate with as
many females as possible, each of which will provide them with
offspring.

From a male’s perspective, there are never enough females to go
around and so, motivated by lust and sheer greed, each of them
comes into serious competition with other philanderers. To be
successful in the mating stakes, a male needs to win and win well.
This rivalry manifests itself as raw aggression among the sturdy
males of those species for which ‘biggest is best’. To be triumphant
in battle, a male has to look like a warrior, act like a warrior—and
mean it!

Competition for sex is the overriding evolutionary pressure
responsible for fashioning the appearance of mature males,
whether they be chest-thumping gorillas or heavily veiled fighting
fish. This is because, in the struggle for supremacy, weapons and
large body size have been overwhelmingly advantageous, enabling
hefty, well-armed males to win more mates than feeble and less
bold ones.

Over countless generations, macho males driven by their gonads
have been willing to risk life and limb in order to rank among the
most bountiful breeders of their kind. Such a valuable prize is
always worth fighting for, and only the most pugilistic individuals
stand a chance of winning—which is why the males of many
species are larger and more irascible than their mates. To help
them in their battle against rivals, warrior males throughout the
animal kingdom have often become heavyweights, equipped with
weapons enabling them to stab, ram, kick or wrestle. For those
who compete for harems, the reward for being a successful male is
proportionately high, and so the conflicts become that much more
serious.

When a pair of bull elephant seals clash on the breeding beaches,
no quarter is given. Each is a warrior fighting for the survival of
his line. By far the largest of the seals, each bellowing bull is a
quivering mound of flesh and blubber 6 metres (20 ft) long and
weighting 3000 kilograms (6600 pounds)—five times the weight
of a mature female… The combatants often tear their noses and
gouge out chunks of their opponents’ skin. There is a lot at stake,
and well-matched rivals do not give up easily. But inevitably, one
of them backs off and awaits a further opportunity to challenge the
beachmaster…

The odds are heavily stacked against the males. Fewer than one in
ten become successful warriors commandeering their own
stretches of the beach favoured by the females; the rest will die
without issue or resort to sneaking a furtive mating here and
there. Competition between the lusty males is therefore intense,
and success will favour only the heaviest and most belligerent of
them…
 
Horns and antlers

The most spectacular horns and antlers adorn the heads of the
hoofed mammals. They come in an amazing array of shapes and
sizes, resembling corkscrews, rapiers, daggers and meat hooks;
some are tightly spiralled, others extravagantly branched. In many
cases, the females are hornless…

Ibex, big-horn sheep, goats and musk oxen perform serious
battering contests in which the opponents gallop towards each
other and meet head on; it is a wonder that any participant
survives such head-shattering impacts. The secret of their survival
lies in the construction of their skulls…

Males of all kind have become embroiled in an arms race
favouring those which can grow and deploy bigger weapons. The
extinct Irish elk was one such species: the older stags sported a
might spread of antlers that would dwarf those of modern deer.
Like those of today’s warriors, such weapons are costly to grow—
especially those of deer, which have to be regrown every year—and
the individual has to be a very competent forager to find enough
food to be able to ‘afford’ and replace them annually.

Stags sometimes sustain smashed antlers or broken legs, or are
blinded in one eye. In one population, battles over rutting
supremacy accounted for 20 per cent of all adult male mortality
and in Germany 5 per cent of stags are killed every year through
fighting. Some 10 per cent of bull musk oxen die from fractured
skulls, despite the reinforced nature of their foreheads, and no less
that 60 per cent of narwhals sport broken tusks or have pieces or
twisted ivory buried into their flesh—doubtless all wounds
uncured through fighting.
 
Sneaky males

The problem for most males is that they must often wait on the
side-lines, sometimes for years, until they are in a position to
challenge the dominant breeders—and then most will fail. In the
interim, they resort to sneaky tactics. In southern fur seals, the
beachmaster are typical warriors and each stakes out a territory
which it defends violently from other males, creating the most
vicious fights in the animal world.

The bulls aim for the vulnerable soft skin around the fore flippers,
ripping huge gashes in them with their teeth. The combatants
sometimes end up with horrific injuries, such as torn muzzles,
dislocated jaws, missing eyes and great chunks bitten out of their
pelts. At this time, the bulls appear to be immune from pain; those
which have commandeered prime positions on the beach rarely
stand down and they valiantly stave off challenges from
neighbouring males. Many pups are crushed in the resulting
mayhem on the crowded rookeries…

Several major lakes nestle in Africa’s Great Rift Valley. There are
algal scrapers, leaf choppers, scale eaters, shell crushers, diggers,
hunters and plankton filterers; there is even one species that
survives by biting out the eyes of other fish. Many are colourful
and have remarkable breeding arrangements; in Lake Tanganyika,
fifteen kinds employ empty water-snail shells as receptacles for
their eggs, although one, called Lamprolugus callipterus, is
especially interesting. This shell-brooding cichlid holds the record
of proportionately the largest males in the animal kingdom. The
fully grown ones are giants, up to thirty times the size of their
mates; in human terms, this is equivalent to the difference
between a 80 kilogram (180-pound) man and the average
newborn baby. There is a good reason for this disparity between
the sexes…
 
Gender jumpers

So the warriors and dandies of the natural world may gain mates
through brute force or low cunning. But so relentless is the drive
to carry on their genetic line that the males of some species have
evolved other quite astonishing ploys to maximize their breeding
potential. One surpassing technique is gender jumping…

Aggression plays a key role in the life of a gender-jumping wrasse.
Each territory contains a tyrannical male which firmly dominates
his harem of six or more mates. Only by continually
demonstrating his command over them can he prevent one of
them from changing sex and usurping his position of power. When
young, the small wrasse join the harems as spawning females at
the bottom of the packing order and, bearing the brunt of
everyone’s hostility, their masculine tendencies are suppressed.
But as they grow, each has the potential to be a male. The chance
to switch sex and status comes with the death of the despotic
male. Within and hour or two of his disappearance, the largest and
most dominant female becomes aggressive and starts to behave
like the departed ‘master’, chivvying the rest of the females and
defending the area against neighbouring males. Should one of
them beat her into submission, her transformation will be halted.
If not, within about ten days or so, ‘she’ will be irrevocably
changed to a fully functioning ‘he’ and produce active sperm.

Big and brawny, that’s
the female anemone fish
(left). The wimpish male
just supplies sperm.
When she dies, he
grows, jumps gender,
and lays eggs.

 
 

Small is sexy

In the vertebrates and the insects, extreme sexual dimorphism—
huge differences between the two sexes—has come about because
the males have evolved into weapon-bearing warriors designed for
acquiring harems. However, in species in which males have opted
for dedicated monogamy, the females are usually the larger sex; in
some cases, the males are miniaturized. ‘Dwarf’ males are found in
a variety of flatworms, nematodes, crustaceans and molluscs. In
the oyster Ostrea pulchrana, the large females host the small
males on their shells and may even retard their growth through
some chemical influence.

Charles Darwin was aware of degenerate males when he studied
barnacles… Some barnacles are parasites, bearing little
resemblance to crustaceans, and with separate sexes. The
vanishingly small males enter their mates as free-swimming larvae
and settle inside their partners’ tissues, resembling alien parasites
themselves!

In some species, once the tiny male has made contact with his
mate, he bonds with her for life. His body merges with hers, even
sharing her blood supply, because once the male is in situ he
depends utterly upon his ogreish mate for nourishment. In the
end, the male is reduced to a fleshy appendage, a blob of testis
under the complete control of the gravid female.
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War of the sexes, 1
John Sparks studied animal behavior with Desmond Morris at the
Zoological Society of London. I will be adding excerpts of each chapter of
Sparks’ Battle of the sexes (1999). But the introduction of his book I’ll quote
complete:
 

Every living creature has an overwhelming
urge to breed. This is not simply a trivial
expression of bestial lust, but a fundamental
characteristic of life, the fulfilment of which
determines whether an animal is a success or
a failure. ‘Succeeding’, in evolutionary terms,
means nothing more nor less than leaving
offspring who will survive long enough to
carry on the parents’ line. Anything less
means the extinction of their own genetic
heritage. Each individual therefore strives to
populate the planet with its own descendants
at the expense of those of its rivals. And in
order to do so, each and every one of them

attempts to attain reproductive supremacy by means of the sexual
process.

The nature of sex is widely misunderstood, a matter of which this
book will attempt to rectify. The human ideal of sex is that it is the
romantic outcome of love and leads the participants into a long-
term alliance, enabling them to produce and rear children—an
arrangement that is all too often shattered in the divorce courts.
And yet a wealth of observation on how animals conduct their
private lives shows that, in the wild, sexual skulduggery and
infidelity are much more the norm than the exception. Sex does
not and never did encourage sharing and caring.

On the contrary, as the story which unfolds in the next six
chapters reveals, it compels the participants to engage in civil war
at all stages of their lives. Although mates consent to donate eggs
and sperm towards the creation of new life, on almost every other
issue—the choice and number of partners, the size of the families
and who is going to look after them—males and females are far
from agreement. Even when the sexes appear to co-operate,
powerful forces of self-interest are at work. The relationship
between the genders is constantly rife with tension and mistrust.
Why should this be so?

Ideally, every individual, whether male or female, would like to
mix and match its genes with the best of its kind to create the
healthiest and sturdiest offspring—a recipe for their survival. This
aspiration involves females in a quest to find the perfect sexual
partner—perhaps the most elegant dancer, the most accomplished
hunter or simply the biggest and most belligerent male. Once she
has found him, she may resort to various forms of subterfuge in
order to keep him—and his genes—to herself. Males, on the other
hand, generally try to give themselves the best chance in the
reproductive stakes by mating with as many females as possible.

In addition to this basic conflict of interest, the problem is that
someone else always seems to have the best mate. Of course, there
is no such thing as a faultless female or an impeccable male;
however, when animals are set on breeding, they frequently
appear to behave as though they have settled for second-best while
continuing to keep their options open—in other words they
divorce, swap partners and have affairs. Throughout the animal
kingdom, males have inherently roving eyes, are ever ready to
cheat on their partners and are accordingly paranoid about being
cuckolded themselves. Females are also open to offers from males
more desirable than the ones with whom they have paired up, and
they use infidelity as a weapon in the battle of the sexes. All this
sexual skulduggery leads to discord, as animals of every kind
strive to ensure the survival of as many of their genes as possible.

The very concept of sex also calls for explanations. Intercourse is
mechanically cumbersome and does not necessarily result in a net
increase in numbers. Budding or cloning would seem, at first
glance, to be much more effective ways of propagation. Without a
doubt, sex in its various manifestations involves the expenditure
of huge amounts of energy. For some animals, it shortens life
expectancy; it is sometimes even lethal, usually for males but
occasionally for females as well. So why do it? We shall look at
some of the possible answers to these questions in Chapter 6.

Sex and foraging are two fundamental characteristics of animal
life, and are often the only ones which draw creatures out into the
open. Sex especially demands very public behaviour among many
species. Males and females need to find each other, repel rivals,
court, make the sexual connection and provide for their young.
However, in talking such a high profile, they face the danger of
being haunted or sexually cheated.

Individual species have inevitably evolved their own strategies for
dealing with these risks, and these strategies have fashioned the
dazzling array of individual species who share our planet. For all
of them, sex is a continuing battle.
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War of the sexes, 0
On the first of January I wrote: “From this post henceforth I’ll add
further entries only if I see big events in the news, more
spectacular events than the Jihad attacks in Paris and San
Bernardino last year.” I indeed added posts about Brexit and the
Orlando massacre, but deleted them because they were not the
turning point events I originally suspected they would be.
Conversely, Hillary Clinton’s candidacy for the presidency of the
United States is no small thing.

Whether or not she wins the fact is that Donald Trump has had to
fight not only against the Democratic Party but also against his
own Republican Party; the globalist corporations (who donate
overwhelmingly to the Democrats), the mainstream media led by
the tribe who hates the Aryans and even the US Department of
Justice.

Independently of who wins in such a
rigged system against Trump, the drama
that is unfolding before our eyes is
spectacular enough for me to settle
accounts with a zeitgeist that has not only
empowered a Negro as Commander in

Chief of the most powerful military nation, but has no problem
now to empower a Bitch, even against the law (the FBI has
unashamedly covered up her crimes).
 
A Witch in the White House?

In my January post I said that, with the exception of Andrew
Anglin, most white nationalists apparently have no problem with
feminism. It is high time to analyze it. Feminism is another
ingredient of the witches’ brew that is killing whites around the
globe (for the explanation of the “brew” metaphor see the first
comment in the comments section).

In the following entries I’ll be quoting from two disparate sources.
The first one is a text of a BBC series, Battle of the Sexes in the
Animal World, which uses very elegant language. After the
scientific basis to understand animal sexuality has thus been
exposed, I will quote extensively from the YouTube blogger Turd
Flinging Monkey, whom I’ll refer simply as “the blogger”. This
man has one of the most radical voices of the MGTOW movement
(Men Going Their Own Way). Unlike the BBC videos, he uses
crude language and even profanities.

It will take many entries until our point is sufficiently elaborated:
why I believe that feminism is just another ingredient of the
witches’ brew. For those who don’t want to follow us throughout
the whole series, see my excerpts of what Arthur Schopenhauer
wrote about women.

I’ll leave this “number zero” entry of my War of the sexes series as
a sticky post until the November 8 election: an election that the
powers that be are aligned against the male.
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Alt right
This is a comment by Tom Sunic

on an Occidental Observer thread:

The Alt-Right in the US, although being
minuscule in terms of its number, shows the
unwritten rule how a few individuals with lots of
brains can make a big political change by
accepting their adversaries’ rules of engagement.

Alt-Right is far better positioned in the USA than
in the EU, given the monolingual cohesion of

White Americans in comparison to many heavy-weight AR/NR
intellectuals in Europe, who are too often fueled by their personal
or own narrow ethnic agenda only.
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The suppressed book
Most of the below text is from Amazon Books:

Not for sixty years has a book been so brutally
suppressed as An Eye for an Eye: The Untold
Story of Jewish Revenge Against Germans in
1945. One major newspaper, one major magazine,
and three major publishers paid $40,000 for it but
were scared off. One printed 6,000 books, then
pulped them.

Two dozen publishers read An Eye for an Eye and praised it.
“Shocking, “Startling,” “Astonishing,” “Mesmerizing,”
“Extraordinary,” they wrote to Author John Sack. “I was rivited,”
“I was bowled over,” “I love it,” they wrote, but all two dozen
rejected it.

Finally, BasicBooks published An Eye for an Eye. It “sparked a
furious controversy,” said Newsweek. It became a best-seller in
Europe but was so shunned in America that it also became, in the
words of New York Magazine, “The Book They Dare Not Review.”

Since then, both 60 Minutes and The New York Times have
corroborated what Sack wrote: that at the end of World War II,
thousands of Jews sought revenge for the Holocaust. They set up
1,255 concentration camps for German civilians—German men,
women, children and babies. There they beat, whipped, tortured
and murdered the Germans.

But presently, in this world of white cowards Sack’s book is out of
print…
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On Hillary

At Facebook Todd Ojala asked me: “Do you think that
defeating Hillary Clinton is important?” I replied:

Well yes. I am extremely concerned that the witch will start
messing with the Second Amendment (and probably the First
too).

After the dollar crashes in this decade white Americans will
change from “Happy mode” to “Angry mode”. Unfortunately,
Angry mode is not enough for revolutionary action. We will need
“Combat mode” and ultimately “Killing mode”. American whites
need time to digest the white nationalist literature that will
become fashionable after the crash.

But if Hillary introduces hate speech laws and starts confiscating
weapons after blacks chimp out while whites defend their
property, I’m not sure there will be enough time for the gradual
unfoldment of a pro-white revolutionary mindset. It will just be
utter chaos.

A Trump presidency on the other hand, with those two
Amendments unmolested, would give whites a pause to rethink
things over for some years, perhaps enough for a White
Awakening in a world where the dollar will lose its international
status.
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A postscript to
“A lightning in the middle of the night!”

When in late 2009 and early 2010 I contributed
to Baron Bodissey’s Gates of Vienna (GoV) I
was a philo-Semite. Then I awoke to the real
world and distanced myself from Bodissey,
after I realised that he was unwilling to discuss
the Jewish Question.

It seems that Bodissey still does not allow legit
commentariat at GoV. See for example “What Gates of Vienna
wouldn’t publish” that appeared in Diversity Macht Frei in
November 2015. I’ve just discovered that article.

In the GoV thread Dymphna, Bodissey’s wife, replied to another
critic thus: “Jews are over-represented in music, the arts, science,
etc. Shall we view the Nobel Prizes for science with suspicion since
Ashkenazi Jews abound there?” Once more, she forgot the very
crux of the Jewish problem. As I quoted and commented in
February 2010 in “A lightning in the middle of the night!”:
 

______ � ______

 
Take note that GoV is a philo-Semitic blogsite, with a big Star of David in its
main page stating “We Support Israel.” Below I quote a comment from the
2009 exchange at GoV. Avery Bullard said:

As I have often pointed out, socialism is by and large a disease of
the intellectuals, and Jews are over-represented among
intellectuals, due to a high native intelligence and a tradition of
giving their children as much education as possible. Jews were
also over-represented amongst musicians, physicists, and
capitalist entrepreneurs.

But they are never over-represented in organisations or
movements that represent the interests of the ethnic majority,
only those that weaken that majority [the lightning!]. That is
why they’ve been expelled from so many very different countries
over so many centuries. Yet with the possible exception of Albert
Lindemann (Esau’s Tears) they never want to know the reasons
why they’ve been so disliked in order to prevent more tragedies
in the future. Instead they dismiss all anti-Semitism as
scapegoating. In other words: are Jews more responsible for
communism, based on their proportional representation
amongst the intelligentsia, than any other intellectuals? If they
are over-represented in the intelligentsia then they had
disproportionate influence in the direction the intelligentsia
took. Many Russian intellectuals were Slavo-philes. Before Jews
could access the most important U.S. universities the old WASP
intelligentsia in the U.S. was much more traditionalist.

Bullard’s comment in the words I italicized above was the lightning that
changed my worldview: from philo-Semitism to anti-Semitism in a single
stroke!

______ � ______

 
As I have said, I wrote about my “Damascene conversion” more
than six years ago. Nowadays I feel I’m light-years ahead from the
Counter-Jihad movement.

For those who doubt that Jews “are never over-represented in
organisations or movements that represent the interests of the
ethnic majority, only those that weaken that majority,” read Kevin
MacDonald’s trilogy.
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On Russia

The following is a comment by Jeff on The Occidental Observer:
 
There is a huge misconception about Russia among some. Where I
live—in Germany—Putin is fully supported by the “Linke”
communists, the Green party and the Social Democrats.

Eastern Europeans are 100% pro-Nato because they are scared to
hell of Russia—they have been invaded and massacred too oft to
forget the hell they went through.

Russian imperialism, like American imperialism, Christianity,
Islam, is a mighty engine of miscegenation, an engine that has
been chugging away since the Middle Ages.

Like the First Rome and the Second Rome, the Third Rome is not
a nation, it’s a machine that liquidates every nation it captures.
Russian imperialism is not an alternative to globalisation, but just
another form of it. Russia is not the future of the White race, but
one of its graveyards.

Real nationalists should sympathize first and foremost with all
captive and oppressed peoples who wish to free themselves of that
machine and its master, Putin.

The traditional enforcers of Russian imperialism have been the
cossacks. There are 10 millions of them in Russia, they are the true
Khazars.

I’m not even starting on Putin now, a gangster dressed up as a
head of state. Russian media, like in North Korea or Cuba, is
totally controlled by the dictator in charge.

By the way, where do you get your information about Russia?
Russia is hell!

_____________

Admin’s note: The Russophile commenters at The Occidental Observer,
where Jeff posted the above comment, are bashing Jeff but none has
responded to his main criticism: Russia has been a melting pot machine for
centuries. We priests of the 14 words should hate the Third Rome as much
as we hate miscegenating Imperial Rome and the Second Rome,
Constantinople: another sanctuary city for the mudbloods.

Jeff commented the above on July 8, 2016. Yesterday he added the
following in another TOO thread:

_____________

The main problem in Russia are not the Jews: it’s the primitive,
corrupt Russians themselves, and they have been a constant threat
to European civilisation since 1241, the time the Russian empire
was born with the Mongol invasion of the Golden Horde.

Unlike Europe, Russia, scientifically, spiritually and socially
hardly progressed. They never had a Renaissance. The first
Russian university was founded only 200 years ago; serfdom,
officially abolished in 1880. Last but not least communism was
born in Russia because Russians love collectivism and despotism.

Communism is far more than a state of mind; cultural and genetic
factors play a big role too. With its long tradition of despotism and
serfdom Russia has been a fertile ground for messianic ideologies.

Sovietism and Judaism are alive and well in today’s Russia. It’s a
widespread delusion among Western (cuck?) nationalists that
Russia is free of Jewish influence. At every opportunity Putin pays
homage to the official holocaust narrative promulgated by the
Jews. On many occasions he said that the holocaust was the most
abominable atrocity in history, and that the Red Army put an end
to this horror.

Since the cult of victory in World War 2 and the glorification of the
past are the main pillars of national identity in modern Russia,
this implies that Russian identity is not only unopposed to Jewish
interests, but on the contrary, is directly in line with them. Among
a dozen countries where holocaust denial is criminalised, it’s
Germany, Israel and Russia that apply the harshest punishment.

Guess where is the biggest, most beautiful holocaust museum on
earth? In Moscow! Meanwhile the Ukrainian Holodomor is totally
ignored by the Kremlin.

_____________

I left the following comment at The Occidental Observer:

You’re right Jeff! Where the hell do these White Nationalists get
their information?

Ever since I read The Gulag Archipelago I noticed that almost no
commenter of WN forums has read it. The overwhelming majority
of WNsts have an extremely naïve view of Russia and its history,
including 20th century history. Nationalists are so starved of
leaders that they idealize, like children, those nations (or
pseudonations—Russia has been a melting pot for centuries) that
still show a hint of patriotism, or independence from the decadent
West.

I am no longer discussing with WNsts. They are unwilling to see
reality as it is, especially history. Even the best mind that in recent
times American WN has produced, Michael O’Meara, idealized
Putin in some of his last articles before his intellectual retirement.

_____________

Update: On August 3, Adunaii commented on the Addenda of this site:

It’s true that Russians have their fair share of schizophrenia. They
did not renounce the heritage of the USSR, even though the Soviet
ideology was against any spark of nationalism thus rendering the
modern Russian state half-illegitimate.

But the biggest part of Russian psyche is without a doubt anti-NS.
Simply because their biggest war was against the Third Reich,
which was the war of extermination.

How can you reason with them? To save the White race, both the
USA and Russia should be demolished as historical entities.
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On Alexis de Tocqueville
Editor’s note: Although “it is disappointing to learn that the ‘aristocrat’
Tocqueville did not object to miscegenation,” as a commenter in The
Occidental Observer thread put it, Tom Sunic’s views on the same thread
are worth citing:
 

Thanks for the good summary of Tocqueville’s
work. A hundred years ahead of Orwell he
predicted the rise of “soft totalitarianism” (i.e.
despotisme doux). We are now witnessing the
finale of this egalitarian hysteria in the USA
(transgenderism, miscegenation, self-hate,
etc.).

In depicting early Americans Tocqueville was well aware where
starry-eyed, Bible-prone, sentimental white Americans will take
themselves to: “They have an ardent passion for equality;
insatiable, eternal, invincible… They can put up with poverty,
subjugation, barbarism, but they cannot stand aristocracy.” (De la
Démocratie en Amérique II.I. §1)

For that matter I’d venture to say that the shrewd Southern
scholar and lawyer George Fitzhugh (1806-1881) better
understood the verbal acrobatics on democratism by Jefferson
and his ilk, as well as the seeds of the egalitarian mystique in the
Declaration of Independence—which was bound to include non-
Whites, affirmative action, etc., 150 years later.
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This site in a nutshell: here.
See also “The 14 words” and
“New tablets of stone”.

The Fair Race’s Darkest
Hour is a compilation of
texts by seventeen authors
that changed my world-
view. A softcover edition of
the book is available: here.

A translation of the work of
Karlheinz Deschner on the
criminal history of
Christianity is available:
here.

Thomas Goodrich’s
Hellstorm is the most
important book of the 21st
century.

Its subject-matter:
the Holocaust
perpetrated by the

Allied forces on the
Germans, civilians included
(here).
 

Here: an SS
pamphlet explaining
National Socialism.

How we are light-years
away from the secular, Neo-
Christian ethics of the Alt-
Right can be surmised in
“Darwin’s
exterminationism”.

Presently Siege is only
available as a PDF.

“1945 was the year of the
total inversion of Aryan
values into Christian
values.” —Joseph Walsh

“With the death of Adolf
Hitler in the close of the
2nd World War in 1945
Western civilization, as it
had existed and is still
perceived DIED once and for
all. The only thing that was
left now was a gene pool.”
—James Mason

“The fall of Stalingrad is the
finish of Europe. There was
a cataclysm. The core of it
all was Stalingrad. There
you can say it was finished
and well finished, the white
civilisation.” —L.F. Céline

To unplug yourself from the
Matrix you really need to
undemonize Adolf Hitler,
Heinrich Himmler, National
Socialism and the Third
Reich. Click here to hit ten
articles on vital info about
the Second World War that
the controlled media
concealed from you.
 

Gens alba conservanda est
(“The white race must be

preserved”)

 

Worldly gain at the expense
of the Volk is the main
cause of the ongoing
destruction of the white
race.

See “Revaluation of
values”: a
paraphrase from

Francis Parker’s Yockey’s
The Enemy of Europe.

Fortunately, the collapse of
the dollar that is coming
will mark the beginning of
the end of America’s
economic and cultural
hegemony over Europe.
 

 
“The sign of the times is
degeneracy. This term—
degeneracy—sums up all
that is happening to the
West.”
 
CONTACT:

cesartort (at) yahoo

 

“RACISM”:

On the origin of the
word “racist”

The word “racism”
from the Nietzschean
viewpoint

 

Two texts by Wm. Pierce:

1. Best article
on the Jewish
question

2. The West’s darkest
hour
 

See how using non-white
labor in the Ancient World
or capitalism in the
Modern World is the main
factor for white decline:

Who We Are
(abridged)

 

For a couple of articles on
Richard Wagner and LOTR
click on pics below:

 

The Jewish Problem
(Jewish authors):

Larry Auster’s
unpublished chapter

Excerpts of Esau’s Tears

 

The Jewish Problem
(non-Jewish authors):

Definition of anti-
Semitism

The Culture of Critique’s
Preface

 

 

History of Jewry:

The saga of the European
Jews

Jew vs. White: More than
3,000 years of conflict

 

 

“Racism” is just an
expression of evolution.
All species go through
racial separation on their
path to speciation. No
exceptions.

In humans racist is just a
person who loves his
race, for example the
nymphs on this sidebar.
But in today’s mad West
the term “racist” de facto
means someone who
loves the white race to the
point of wanting to
preserve it.

 

Women from our
viewpoint:

The eternal feminine

On racial IQ studies:

The new enemies of
science

The roots of civilisation

 

Who am I?:

See an excerpted
translation from the
German Metapedia article
about me.
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The greatest of the
“conservative” thinkers,
Joseph de Maistre,
pointed out long ago that
the French Revolution led
the revolutionaries rather
than was led by them. For
he believed that certain
Providential forces rule
our lives. These forces he
saw in Christian terms,
but others, like
Heidegger, for instance,
saw them in terms of
Being, over which humans
have no control.

In either case, the force of
Providence or Being or
Destiny has a power that
has often made itself felt
in our history. For this
reason, I have little doubt
that Europeans will
eventually throw off the
Judeo-liberal system
programming their
destruction. I’m less
confident about we
Americans, given the
greater weakness of our
collective identity and
destiny. But nevertheless
even we might be saved
from ourselves by this
force—as long as we do
what is still in our power
to do.

—Michael O’Meara
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The Occidental Observer
(scholarly site about the
Jewish Question).

Nazi Propaganda Guide
Page (not exactly a
National Socialist friendly
site but very informative
of primary NS sources).

The legacy of Wm. Pierce

David Irving’s Website

Jake F.’s NS Archive

 

IN SPANISH

La hora más oscura

 

From Guillaume Faye's
"Mars & Hephaestus": 

The twenty-first century will
be a century of iron and
storms. It will not resemble
those harmonious futures
predicted up to the 1970s.
It will not be the global
village prophesied by
Marshall MacLuhan in 1966,
or Bill Gates’ planetary
network, or Francis
Fukuyama’s end of history:
a liberal global civilization
directed by a universal
state. 

The Third Age of European
Civilization commences, in
a tragic acceleration of the
historical process, with the
Treaty of Versailles and end
of the civil war of 1914-18:
the catastrophic twentieth
century. Four generations
were enough to undo the
labor of more than forty.
Europe fell victim to its own
tragic Prometheanism, its
own opening to the world
and universalism, oblivious
of all ethnic solidarity. 

The Fourth Age of European
civilization begins today. It
will be the Age of rebirth or
perdition. The twenty-first
century will be for this
civilization, the fateful
century, the century of life
or death. 

Let us cultivate the
pessimistic optimism of
Nietzsche. “There is no
more order to conserve; it is
necessary to create a new
one.” Will the beginning of
the twenty-first century be
difficult? Are all the
indicators in the red? So
much the better. They
predicted the end of history
after the collapse of the
USSR? We wish to speed its
return: thunderous,
bellicose, and archaic. Islam
resumes its wars of
conquest. China and India
wish to become
superpowers. And so forth.
The twenty-first century will
be placed under the double
sign of Mars, the god of
war, and of Hephaestus, the
god who forges swords, the
master of technology and
the chthonic fires. This
century will be that of the
metamorphic rebirth of
Europe, like the Phoenix, or
of its disappearance as a
historical civilization and its
transformation into a
cosmopolitan and sterile
Luna Park. 

The beginning of twenty-
first century will be the
despairing midnight of the
world of which Hölderlin
spoke. But it is always
darkest before the dawn.
Let us prepare our children
for war. Let us educate our
youth, be it only a minority,
as a new aristocracy. 

Today we need more than
morality. We need
hypermorality, the
Nietzschean ethics of
difficult times. When one
defends one’s people, i.e.,
one’s own children, one
defends the essential. Then
one follows the rule of
Agamemnon and Leonidas
but also of Charles Martel:
what prevails is the law of
the sword, whose bronze or
steel reflects the glare of
the sun. 

T A G S:

4 words

 

For Spanish-speakers: an
autobiography of the
editor of this site in two
volumes is available: here
and here. 

 

He who has not read Day
of Wrath has not looked
at the admin of this site in
the eyes. A hard copy is
available: here. For an
introduction see: here.

______  ______

“Hate is not some useless
organ like the appendix.
It’s there for a reason.

Why does Christianity do
all it can to talk us out of
necessary and functional
drives?

Well, the answer is that
it’s a bit of software
meant to disable our
enemy recognition
module. Christianity
preaches blind love, and
that love is murdering the
West”. – Alex Linder

 

“Why were you so
ungrateful to our gods as
to desert them for the
Jews?” —Emperor Julian to
the Christians

Regarding the sticky
post see esp. post #37.
For the context of the
Christian problem see:
here.
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enemy to hate, you’ve
disarmed him.
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